
Multienzyme Complexes: Catalytic Nanomachines

Beyond the catalytic face, enzymes have two additional faces: regulatory 
and social. 
The regulatory site binds a ligand that modifies the rate and specificity of 
the enzymes. 
The social face associates the enzyme with other components, such as a 
membrane or a scaffold, or complexes with other enzymes. 



The sociology of complexes
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yet, if the identity of the biomolecules is not known a priori, 
it is difficult to characterize unassigned electron optical 
densities of biomolecules in any reconstruction from in 
situ maps. Unfortunately, protein identification using mass 
spectrometry (MS) has not reached single-cell proteomics 
to categorize molecules in situ (Beck and Baumeister, 2016), 
although advances in this field are being made (Budnik 
et al., 2018). It would not be a surprise if, in the years to 
come, advances in analytical chemistry will allow protein 
identification from single-cell samples or even directly from 
the cryo-EM grids. Therefore, currently, an obvious gap in 
understanding cellular architecture exists with the current 
structural methods. This gap can be termed as the ‘molecu-
lar identity gap’: Molecules in purified samples are unam-
biguously determined, but are outside the cellular milieu. 
Conversely, molecules in situ, although present in a closer-
to-life biomolecular state, can only be identified if already 
known, and very rarely reach a high resolution (Figure 1).

Bridging the molecular identity gap 
by studying cell extracts
This ‘molecular identity gap’ can be bridged with struc-
tural biology methods aiming to study biomolecules that 
are in a quasi-purified state (Figure 1); this means biomol-
ecules that are present in highly heterogeneous mixtures, 
for example cell extracts. Cell extracts carry the advantage 
of being in a closer-to-life state as compared to homogene-
ous biomolecules (Kastritis et al., 2017; Kastritis and Gavin, 

2018). This is because they retain interactions that would 
have been completely removed in downstream purifica-
tion protocols, where high purity is desirable for struc-
ture elucidation with traditional methods. In addition, 
advances in analytical methods have gone hand in hand 
with the study of native cell extracts: For example, the pro-
teomic identification of protein complexes was extremely 
challenging in the recent past (Gavin et al., 2002), but is 
now common practice, e.g. with theories regarding the 
evolution of protein complexes (Wan et al., 2015). This is 
in part due to the algorithmic development for quantita-
tive proteomics [e.g. open-source (Rost et al., 2016)] and 
increased sensitivity of mass spectrometers (Eliuk and 
Makarov, 2015). Cross-linking mass spectrometry (XL-MS) 
methods have moved from studying purified samples 
(Sinz, 2003; Rappsilber, 2011) to characterizing samples 
of increased complexity (O’Reilly and Rappsilber, 2018; 
Sinz, 2018); Nowadays, XL-MS recovers thousands of bio-
molecular interfaces in cell extracts (Kastritis et al., 2017), 
directly in purified organelles (Liu et al., 2018), or even 
in vivo (Chavez et  al., 2018). Recent advances in XL-MS 
technology (Liu et  al., 2015; Iacobucci et  al., 2018) are 
expected to increase the discovery of cross-links in hetero-
geneous samples. Therefore, it is obvious that cell extracts 
retain certain advantages for biochemical manipulation, 
which are not available when studying intact cells. Cell 
extracts have another advantage: Computational struc-
tural biology algorithms can be applied to understand the 
structure of protein-protein interactions discovered with 
proteomics (Kastritis et  al., 2017). In addition, network 
biology characterizes the architecture of higher-order 

Figure 1: The ‘molecular identity gap’.
Structural methods and protein characterization methods have various advantages and disadvantages when it comes to studying 
biomolecular complexes of variable degrees of complexity (see text). However, only molecules in cell extracts act as a bridge between in 
vitro and in situ studies, taking advantage of high-resolution structural characterization, -omics techniques, biophysical modeling and 
network biology. The two images on the right side imply results from the different methods: High-resolution structural methods allow atoms 
to be placed in resolved electron densities; organizational characterization methods allow understanding interactions of proteins and their 
complexes within complex networks (connecting lines represent interactions, shapes represent different molecules).
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“near neighbor labeling” approaches 
that utilize enzymatic reactions to tag proteins
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Figure 2: Cell extracts for the structural characterization and identification of molecular species.
(A) Illustration of a cellular extract, with biomolecules illustrated as a very concentrated suspension of particles. Different sizes, shapes 
and complexes are apparent with different abundances. (B) Fractionation of cell extracts retains the interactions of the homogenate, 
and is advantageous in a way that molecular abundances can be inferred using absorbance and quantitative mass spectrometry 
measurements (shown in the plot). In addition, those fractions of native cell extracts are accessible to electron microscopy, therefore 
identifying the shapes and abundances of proteins, protein complexes and their higher-order assemblies (shown below the plot). As 
the size of the biomolecules increases, their concentration decreases. (C) The method to annotate structural signatures from native cell 
extracts and therefore address the challenge of the ‘molecular identity gap’. Each fraction is analyzed e.g. with proteomics methods to 
identify the abundance of the molecules (colored lines). As shown in (B), protein complexes elute in different fractions according to their 
molecular weight. By performing quantitative MS (left y-axis) in each fraction (x-axis), an elution profile can be derived, which illustrates 
their abundance. Each profile is shown in a different color for each of the identified molecules. Additionally, large-scale electron 
microscopic imaging is applied to the same fractions, therefore quantitatively describing observed structural signatures (quantitative 
EM, right y-axis; black lines and colored shapes). This means that, in the black solid lines, all the molecules within each fraction are 
counted after acquiring hundreds of images (large-scale electron microscopic imaging) using the electron microscope. The solid black 
line corresponds to the abundance profile of each molecule. Then, abundances are correlated and the molecular signature observed in 
electron microscopy is identified using the abundance measurements derived from the mass spectrometry data. Details of the method 
can be found in Kastritis et al. (2017). (D) Another method to identify protein complexes; extracts are subsequently fractionated in 
a second dimension, e.g. with ion exchange. Fractions are greatly simplified and, therefore, only by proteomically identifying the 
molecules within the fractions and selectively imaging the fractions with electron microscopy the biomolecule of interest can be 
identified and determined, and subsequently identified in the coarser fractionation step. Abbreviations: A280, absorbance at 280 nm; IEX, 
ion exchange; %B, elution of buffers.



Image processing steps to reconstruct electron optical 
densities from native cell extracts.
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distinct protein complexes of high abundance (Figure 3A 
and Kastritis et al., 2017). This was demonstrated by the 
simultaneous reconstruction of the human ribosome and 
proteasome, present in the same cellular fraction after the 
application of a negative stain (Verbeke et al., 2018).

High-resolution structure 
determination from cell extracts: 
the breakthrough of fatty acid 
synthase (FAS)
Cells and cell extracts are accessible to high-resolution data 
acquisition (Luchinat and Banci, 2017), especially using 
NMR methods (Selenko et al., 2008; Theillet et al., 2013). 
Even structure determination is feasible with in-cell NMR 
(Inomata et al., 2009). Still, in the case of Inomata et al. 
(2009), ubiquitin was mutated to preserve a monomeric 

state, ideal for NMR. In addition, most proteins are expressed 
in micromolar or millimolar concentrations, rendering the 
cell in a state of single-protein overexpression.

Cryo-EM provides an appealing alternative for high-
resolution analysis of native cell extracts. This is because 
(a) molecules are not overexpressed, but are visual-
ized in their native abundances; (b) cells are not grown 
in method-specific media; and (c) biomolecules can be 
visualized without a priori knowledge of what is being 
imaged. Striking examples include purified Tau filaments 
from human Alzheimer’s disease brain and subsequent 
near-atomic description of their structural heterogeneity 
(Fitzpatrick et  al., 2017) and a thermophilic eukaryotic 
FAS from cell extracts (Kastritis et al., 2017). In the latter 
example, FAS was present in a native cellular fraction 
with less than 50% enrichment. After imaging the fraction 
at the electron microscope, image processing was applied. 
Using 3933  single particles of FAS, a reconstruction at 
near-atomic resolution was achieved (Kastritis et  al., 
2017 and Figure 4). The reconstruction showed superior 

Figure 3: Image processing steps to reconstruct electron optical densities from native cell extracts.
Cell extracts are amenable to image processing and simultaneous characterization of 3D shapes residing within, both at low (A) and high 
(B) resolutions. On the left, images of cellular fractions acquired with our JEOL JEM-3200FSC in Halle (upper image, negative staining with 
uranyl acetate 2% in water) and the FEI Tecnai Polara in EMBL-Heidelberg (lower image, cryo-electron microscopy). Molecules are apparent 
in both micrographs, showing single-particles from native cell extracts from high-molecular weight fractions (upper image) to very low-
molecular weight fractions, coming from C. thermophilum native cell extracts. Subsequent image processing is possible to acquire 3D 
reconstructions for all abundant biomolecules (see text for details). Scale bars: 60 nm (for negative stain image); 20 nm (for cryo-EM image).
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features as compared to already published cryo-EM maps 
of FAS from other species (Gipson et al., 2010; Boehringer 
et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2015). For example, the cap of 
the molecule was clearly resolved, although in previous 
cryo-EM reconstructions it was absent. In addition, the 
structure was derived with very few single particles, illus-
trating the strength of C. thermophilum as a model system 
for high-resolution structure determination. Other struc-
tures of FAS, recently resolved with similar technology, 
reach higher resolutions (D’Imprima et  al., 2018; Elad 

et al., 2018) but use a comparatively much higher number 
of single particles not only for the final reconstruction 
(Figure 4), but also for every single step in image process-
ing. On the other hand, careful interpretation of the com-
pared cryo-EM maps of FAS is required; the advantages of 
studying C. thermophilum FAS in cellular extracts should 
be ultimately compared to C. thermophilum FAS after puri-
fication to homogeneity. This is because C.  thermophilum 
FAS has intrinsic stability and rigidity and has been 
acquired with direct electron detection, while other FAS 

Figure 4: High-resolution structures of fatty acid synthase (FAS) molecules from different organisms, resolved at a resolution below 7.5 Å.
Chaetomium thermophilum FAS resolved from native cell extracts exhibits much stronger statistics as compared to the others from different 
organisms, highlighting the advantages of (i) thermostability for structure determination and (ii) native cell extracts for structural stability 
and subsequent high-resolutions. A recent structure of yeast FAS resolved by the Kühlbrandt group at 4 Å resolution is not included yet, 
because the structure had not been released at the time this review was written. The statistics of the structure for comparison with the 
above are the following: EMDB entry: EMD-0178; recombinantly expressed; number of particles used for the reconstruction: 28 132; 
resolution 4.0 Å, FSC = 0.143; pixel size = 1.05 Å. The density map contour levels are shown as suggested by the authors. FAS in various 
views ((A) side, (B) top and (C) central wheel), highlighting different aspects of the electron optical density.
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Structure of the yeast 60S ribosomal subunit

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2009 was awarded jointly to Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, Thomas 
A. Steitz and Ada E. Yonath "for studies of the structure and function of the ribosome."





ribosome biogenesis









human metabolic pathways



coupling of enzymes

X + Y à XY                ΔG1>0

ATP à ADP + Pi      ΔG2<0

X + ATP à X-P + ADP
X-P + Y à X-Y   + Pi 

X + Y + ATP à XY + ADP + Pi     ΔG<0  if ΔG2>ΔG1

  

DNA Synthesis

Peptide bond by ribosomes
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enzyme complexes with tunnels

β subunit as  β2 catalyse the conversion of serin to puruvate and NH3

α2β2 heterotetramer.
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Multienzyme Complexes

Lipoic acid dependent 2-oxo acid dehydrogenase

5-10 MDa



pyruvate dehydrogenase complex
A huge molecular complex links three sequential reactions for energy production

Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDC) 
deficiency, is an inborn error of 
mitochondrial energy metabolism. 

The pyruvate oxidation route, bridges 
the cytosolic glycolytic pathway and the 
mitochondrial tricarboxylic acid cycle



Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Deficiency

Br J Biomed Sci, 19 May 2022
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2 oxo acid dehydrogenase complexes

ThDP, thiamin diphosphate;

LipS-S, lipoyl group covalently attached 
to  a lysine residue in E2 in oxidized form

R-CO-S-Lip-SH, reductively acylated lipoyl 
group

Lip(SH)2, dihydrolipoyl group

1 2

3

4
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N terminal

Structure 60 polypeptide chains (each 46 kDa) 2.8 MDa 
icosahedral (532) symmetry 
E2 cores (24mers) 
octahedral (432) symmetry. E1  α2 β2

E3  α2

Ala, Pro

peripheral subunit binding domain (PSBD). 
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The subunits are physically associated together in a remarkably complex man-
ner. The construction is different in different species. In all species, the core 
of the enzyme is an oligomer of E2 subunits, which in Escherichia coli consists 
of 24 subunits. This core is surrounded by a cage comprising the E1 and E3 
subunits; in E. coli, there are 24 E1 and 12 E3 subunits, arranged approximately 
in a cube as shown in Figure 10.10. This gives an MEC of 4600 kDa, a particle 
roughly the size of a ribosome. The arrangement is regular and stable enough 
to be amenable to electron microscopy (Figure 10.11) [21], but is also flexible 
enough to tolerate missing or damaged subunits, so that a ‘complete’ 60-pro-
tein assembly is not required for function, which is clearly an advantage. This 
structure creates a space inside the cube, within which the active sites of the 
three enzymes can face each other (Figure 10.12) [21]. Apart from this feature, 
there seems to be no particular rationale to the number and detailed arrange-
ment of the subunits in different species. The mammalian enzyme has differ-
ent numbers of subunits, for example typically 60 E2 subunits, and looks like 
a dodecahedron rather than a cube; but the internal arrangement of the com-
ponents is probably similar [22, 23].

Each E2 subunit also carries the lipoyl arm, as explained above. The lipoyl 
arm is attached to a lysine residue on a specialized lipoyl domain, which is 
linked to the E2 core by a flexible linker. In E. coli, there are three tandem lipoyl 
domains (Figure 10.13), whereas other organisms have different numbers (two 
in mammals and one in yeast). There is also a very small peripheral subunit-
binding domain (PSD), which binds to both E1 and E3. Presumably, the PSD 
helps to anchor the lipoyl arms next to the active site for long enough to allow 
the reaction to occur.

We saw in Chapter  1 that the TCA cycle contains another enzyme that is 
homologous with PDH, namely !-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase. This enzyme 
conducts a very similar reaction, the only difference being that the acetyl group 
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 10.9
The structure of the lipoyl arm, which is 
covalently attached to the end of a lysine 
side chain.

FIGURE 10.11
Electron microscope images of the PDH complex from Bacillus stearothermophilus, which has an 
icosahedral E2 core containing 60 copies. (a) The E2 core, which is roughly 225 Å in diameter. (b) The 
same structure, into which has been modeled crystal structures of E2. The crystal structures very 
nearly match the electron density, which does not by itself prove that the model is correct, but does 
show that it is at least consistent. (c) The electron microscopy structure of the E2 core (as in part (a)) 
surrounded by 60 E1 !2"2 heterotetramers. (From J. L. S. Milne, D. Shi, P. B. Rosenthal et al. EMBO J. 
21: 5587–5598, 2002. With permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)

FIGURE 10.10
The arrangement of the E1, E2, and E3 
subunits within the E. coli PDH complex.
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E2 polypeptide chain in E. coli



Active-site coupling
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E1 subunit 
Thiamin diphosphate
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on E2



Mechanism on E3



Cryo EM of the E2/E3



Model of PDH



Nat Commun 12, 5277 (2021).



a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase 

Its E1 and E2 domains are homologous with those of PDH, 
E3 domain (which regenerates E2 and therefore does not interact directly with the ketoacid) is 
identical; 



glycine decarboxylase

at least in eukaryotes. In humans, for example, such defects
cause the inborn disease glycine encephalopathy (nonketotic
hyperglycinemia), which leads to accumulation of glycine in the
central nervous system. This terminal disease very often results
from mutations in the P-protein-encoding gene (16) but can
also be due to defective T-protein or H-protein genes (17). In
plants, the artificial deletion of the two P-protein genes was
lethal for seedlings of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana
during or shortly after germination (18). Plants generate very
large daily amounts of glycine in the photorespiratory cycle, an
essential complement to the photosynthetic Calvin-Benson
cycle (reviewed in Ref. 19). This particular metabolic pathway
requires a very high glycine-decarboxylating activity. There-
fore, theGCSproteins amount tomore than 30%of totalmatrix
protein in green leaf mitochondria (20). Correspondingly, the
artificial reduction of leaf GCS activity distinctly impairs the
growth of plants in air (21), whereas an increased GCS activity

resulted in an improved growth (22). Deletion of GCS in cya-
nobacteria, the predecessors of plant chloroplasts, is less cata-
strophic (23). Such mutants also accumulate glycine, which is
somewhat toxic due to chelation of magnesium ions, but a
bypass to the GCS reaction, the glycerate pathway, allows
nearly normal growth (24, 25).
It has been suggested that the animal and plant GCS proteins

form a labile enzyme complex loosely associated with themito-
chondrial inner membrane (e.g. see Refs. 13 and 26). Although
the formation of a moderately stable complex between two
H-protein molecules per P-protein dimer was demonstrated
(27) and the interaction between H- and T-protein was studied
(28), the supramolecular structure of such a hypothetical com-
plex comprising all GCS proteins is not known. On the other
hand, three-dimensional structures of several individual GCS
proteins were reported (29–31), including that of the P-protein
fromThermus thermophilusHB8 (32). In contrast to eukaryotic
P-proteins, which are all !2 homodimers of about 200 kDa (e.g.
see Refs. 33–35), the P-protein fromT. thermophilus consists of
two smaller polypeptides, ! and ", which assemble to an about
200-kDa heterotetrameric (!N"C)2 P-protein. Related P-pro-
teins are present in other prokaryotes, such as the anaerobic
Eubacteriumacidaminophilum (36), but themajority of known
P-proteins from aerobic bacteria, including Escherichia coli
(37) and all cyanobacteria (38, 39), are homodimeric enzymes
closely related to their eukaryotic homologs.
Following the biochemical characterization (38) of the

homodimeric P-protein from the model cyanobacterium Syn-
echocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter referred to as Synechocystis)
and preliminary structural characterization (40), we present
here the first three-dimensional structure of a homodimeric
P-protein. This knowledge is of particular interest because the
Synechocystis P-protein is closely related to eukaryotic P-pro-
teins.We also present structures of ternary complexes with the
cofactor PLP and the substrate glycine. Based on the structural
information, three cysteine residues that are potentially
involved in redox-dependent regulation of P-protein and hence
GCS activity were replaced by site-specific mutagenesis, and
the P-protein variants were compared with the wild-type pro-
tein in biochemical assays.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Expression, Directed Mutagenesis, and Purification—
The P-protein gene (slr0293) from Synechocystis was cloned in
the bacterial overexpression vector pBAD-slr0293, expressed,
and purified as described elsewhere (38, 40). For the exchange
of specific cysteines for serine by directed mutagenesis, we
amplified the whole construct with Phusion polymerase (High-
Fidelity DNA Polymerase, New England Biolabs) by PCR using
phosphorylated primer pairs (C353S, forward (ATATCAG-
CACTGCCCAGGTTCTCTT) and reverse (TACTAGTGGC-
CTTGTCCCGACGGAT); C972S, forward (TAGTTAGCTC-
CTGTGAAGGTATGGA) and reverse (AATGGCGATCACC-
GTAGGTATTATT); C972S/C974S, forward (CTCCAGCGA-
AGGTATGGAGG) and reverse (CTAACTAAATGGCGAT-
CACC). After circularization andmultiplication inE. coli strain
LMG194, the nucleotide sequence was confirmed for the reg-
ions between the restriction sites below. From the circularized

FIGURE 1. Schematic view of the reactions catalyzed by the GCS. A, the
overall reaction catalyzed by the P-, T-, L-, and H-proteins of the GCS. First,
the P-protein catalyzes the decarboxylation of glycine and the transfer of the
aminomethylene moiety to the oxidized lipoamide arm of the H-protein.
Next, the T-protein catalyzes the transfer of the methylene group to THF,
thereby releasing NH3. Finally, the L-protein reoxidizes the reduced lipoam-
ide group of the H-protein. B, outline of the involvement of the PLP cofactor in
the decarboxylation reaction catalyzed by the P-protein. PLP first forms an
internal aldimine with a lysine residue in the active site (Lys726 in the Syn-
echocystis enzyme). Next the C4! atom of PLP is attacked by glycine to form
the external aldimine, thereby releasing the lysine. Finally CO2 is released
from the external aldimine, leaving a quinoid intermediate ready to bind
lipoamide.

Redox Regulation of Homodimeric P-protein
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glycine decarboxylase 

H, lipoylated H-protein
P, PLP-dependent glycine decarboxylase;
T, a tetrahydrofolate- dependent transferase;
SHMT, a PLP-dependent serine hydroxymethyl transferase 
H4FGlun, 5,6,7,8-tetrahydrofolate



pyruvate carboxylase



pyruvate carboxylase
BC, biotin carboxylase; BCCP, biotin carboxy carrier protein; 
AD, allosteric domain; CT, carboxyltransferase domain



pyruvate carboxylase



fatty acid synthases

β-ketoacyl-ACP synthase (KS)
β-ketoacyl-ACP reductase (KR)
β-hydroxyacyl-ACP dehydratase (DH) 
β-enoyl-ACP reductase (ER) 





Structure of ACP and 
the interaction with KS 



Determination of fatty acyl chain length

Thioesterase domain



Fatty acid 
degradation

ACD, FAD-dependent fatty acyl-CoA 
dehydrogenase
ECH, enoyl-CoA hydratase
 HACD, NAD+-dependent hydroxyacyl-
CoA dehydrogenase
KACT, ketoacyl-CoA thiolase. 
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and C18 fatty acyl-CoAs in a ratio of ~2 : 3, but if malonyl-CoA levels are low, shorter acyl-
CoAs can be released. This may be of evolutionary advantage to organisms living in more 
changeable environments.

Fatty acid degradation partly resembles fatty acid synthesis
Fatty acids are degraded by a process of ȕ-oxidation, which looks somewhat like a reverse 
of fatty acid synthesis but has some distinct differences. First, it is an oxidative exergonic 
process (yielding acetyl-CoA and NADH) that in eukaryotes takes place in mitochondria. 
Second, no ACP is required; instead, the Į-carboxyl group is activated by the formation of 
a thioester with CoA. This reaction takes place in the cytoplasm, catalyzed by one of at least 
three fatty acyl-CoA synthetases. They differ in acyl chain length specificity, but all proceed 
as follows:

R-COOH + ATP + CoA-SH ĺ R-CO-S-CoA + AMP + PPi

The pyrophosphate (PPi) will be hydrolyzed by a pyrophosphatase, and the similarity to 
the action of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (Section 6.2) is striking. The acyl group is then 
temporarily transferred from the thiol group of CoA to a hydroxyl group in a different small 
molecule, carnitine, and the acyl-carnitine ester is translocated across the mitochondrial 
inner membrane by a specific carrier protein.
Once inside the mitochondrial matrix, the acyl group is transferred back to the thiol group 
of CoA and a double bond is then introduced at the ȕ-carbon by an FAD-dependent fatty 
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (ACD). There are four ACDs that differ in their specificity for 
the length of the acyl group (Figure 9.20A). Inherited defects in the medium-chain-length 
ACD have been associated with ~5% of cases of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). Acyl-
CoAs up to ~ C12 are dealt with by sets of soluble enzymes that catalyze the remaining three 
reactions in the ȕ-oxidation cycle, whereas the long-chain acyl-CoAs (C12–C18) are fed into 
a fatty acid oxidation (FAO) complex (Figure 9.20B).
In animals, the FAO complex is an Į4ȕ4 hetero-octamer, whereas in bacteria it is an Į2ȕ2 
hetero-tetramer. The ȕ  subunit contains the enoyl-CoA hydratase (ECH), whereas the 
Į  subunit contains the NAD+-dependent hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (HACD) and 
the ketoacyl-CoA thiolase (KACT) activities. Each completed set of reactions discharges 
one C2 unit as acetyl-CoA for entry into the citric acid cycle and generates one NADH and 
one FADH2 for exergonic oxidation in the respiratory chain (Chapter 15). The oxidation of 
the FADH2 is unusual in that it feeds into the mitochondrial electron transport chain at the 
coenzyme Q level via an electron-transfer flavoprotein (ETF) and ETF–ubiquinone oxidore-
ductase. The existence of two forms of the FAO structure (see Figure 9.20B), one symmetric 
(form I) and the other asymmetric (form II) as a result of conformational rearrangement in 
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Figure 9.19 Determination of fatty 
acyl chain length. (A) Structure of the 
thioesterase domain of human FAS in 
complex with Orlistat, a drug used in 
cancer treatment. Orlistat (black) inhibits 
the enzyme by occupying three different 
hydrophobic clefts. Only the longest of 
these (the palmitic core) can efficiently 
harbor the C16/C18 fatty acyl chain of fatty 
acyl-ACP and thereby present its thioester 
bond with ACP for hydrolysis in the TE active 
site. The catalytic triad is Ser2308 (cyan), 
His2481 (blue), and Asp2338 (red). In the 
structure shown, the inhibitor is already in 
ester linkage with Ser2308, representing 
the catalytic acyl-enzyme intermediate. 
(PDB 2PX6) (B) Schematic diagram of chain 
termination and release from animal and 
fungal FAS. Color code as in Figure 9.13. Left, 
in animal FAS, the ACP is flexibly anchored 
at one end (A1) to the KR component, and 
at the other end to the TE domain at A2 
(Figure 9.17). Efficient release of the acyl 
group once it has reached C16/C18 length is 
catalyzed by the TE domain, beginning with 
nucleophilic attack of the active-site Ser 
(upper sketch) and subsequent hydrolysis of 
the fatty acyl-Ser ester by a water molecule 
(lower sketch). Right, in the fungal FAS, the 
ACP is flexibly anchored at both ends (A1, 
A2). In the synthetic direction, the incoming 
malonyl group is transferred from CoA to 
the OH of an active-site Ser in MPT, where 
it is stabilized by making a salt bridge with 
a nearby Arg side chain. It can then be 
transferred to make a thioester bond with 
the phosphopantetheine of ACP (upper 
sketch). When it comes to fatty acid release, 
the fatty acyl group on ACP can displace the 
malonyl group and then, after nucleophilic 
attack on the thioester by the active-site Ser, 
it can be transferred to make a new thioester 
bond, this time with CoA. Finally, the fatty 
acyl-CoA is released. Longer (C16/C18) fatty 
acyl groups are favored, but shorter acyl 
groups can displace the malonyl group  
and generate fatty acyl-CoA products, 
depending on the conditions. (Adapted from 
M. Leibundgut, T. Maier, S. Jenni and N. Ban, 
Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 18:714–725, 2008. With 
permission from Elsevier.)

There are four ACDs that differ in their 
specificity for the length of the acyl group 



ECH, enoyl-CoA hydratase;
HACD, NAD+-dependent 
hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase; 
KACT, ketoacyl-CoA thiolase. 

FAO complex 

In animals, the FAO complex is 
an α4β4 heterooctamer, 
in bacteria it is an α2β2 heterotetramer. 



Substrate channeling in FAO complex 



polyketide synthases 







non-ribosomal peptide synthases 

Nonribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs) are large multimodular biocatalysts that utilize 
complex regiospecific and stereospecific reactions to assemble structurally and functionally 
diverse peptides that have important medicinal applications. 

During this ribosome-independent peptide synthesis, catalytic domains of NRPS select, activate 
or modify the covalently tethered reaction intermediates to control the iterative chain 
elongation process and product release.



non-ribosomal peptide synthases 
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